
Frozen Pineapple
Specifications :

Price Contact us

Place of Origin China

Min.Order Quantity 100

Payment Terms T/T,L/C,D/P

Supply Ability 10000

Delivery Detail 3days-7days

Detail Introduction :
Product: Frozen Pineapple
FOB Price: Price can be negotiated
Production Capacity:1000MTS
Payment Terms: TT LC
Production Features:
Clean, tender, tropical color of the pineapple
Variety: Queen
Certifications :HACCP, KOSHER,BRC, etc.
Packaging: Bulk 10kgx1/ctn, private labels 400g,500g,800g,900g, etc.
Pallet, tote
Crop Season :
Apil to August
Supply Capacity
2000 tons per year
Shipment Spread
whole year-round
Loading Capacity:
24mt per 40ft reefer container
Can frozen pineapple go bad?
How long does cut pineapple last in the freezer? Properly stored, it will maintain the best quality for
about 10 to 12 months but will remain safe beyond that time. The freezer time shown is for best
quality only - cut-up pineapple that has been kept constantly frozen at 0°F will keep safe indefinitely.
Does freezing pineapple destroy bromelain?
Does freezing pineapple destroy all that bromelain? There is no evidence to suggest that bromelain is
destroyed when pineapple is frozen, and studies have shown there is still a high concentration of
bromelain in frozen pineapple.
How long can you keep frozen pineapple in the freezer?
How long does frozen pineapple last? For best taste, use frozen pineapple within 3-4 months.
According to USDA, freezing foods keeps them safe indefinitely, so this is only for quality purposes
and not safety.
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How do you know if frozen pineapple is bad?
Some common traits of bad pineapples are brown leaves on the crown and a soft wet bottom with the
rest of the body drying out and looking old or brown. The sweet aroma will also disappear as the fruit
begins to ferment and be replaced by a more pungent sour smell that is closer to the smell of vinegar.
Can you cook frozen pineapple?
Can Pineapple Be Frozen? Yes. ... Frozen pineapple does, however, make a great snack or addition
to fruit salad and smoothies. Once thawed, pineapple will have a similar texture to the canned
product but is still suitable for use in baking, cooked dishes, smoothies, fruit salad, and stir-fry.
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